Directions to P2 Parking Lot/Minto CASE Building:
For an interactive map of Carleton University, please visit http://carleton.ca/campus/map/

From the Bronson Entrance:
• Enter campus at the Bronson Avenue Entrance
• Keep right and cross the bridge over the O-Train tracks
• Turn left on Campus Avenue
• Continue on Campus Avenue passed the O-train/bus stop
• Take the second right into P2 Visitor’s Parking lot
• Walk back (the direction you came from) past the bus stop to Minto CASE Building, located just behind the bus stop/ across from the O-train

From Colonel By Entrance:
• Enter campus at the Colonel By Drive Entrance
• Keep Straight on University Drive
• Turn left on Campus Avenue
• Turn left into Visitor’s Parking lot P2
• Walk towards the bus stop/O-train, Minto CASE Building is located just behind the bus stop/ across from the O-train

From Bus Stop (Carleton/O-train):
• Minto CASE Building is located directly behind this bus stop (entrance at stop sign between Minto and Residence buildings)

From O-train towards Bayview:
• Turn right out of the O-train station, follow the path and cross under the O-train tracks
• Follow the path up to the other direction of the O-train
• Cross the street at the stop sign, Minto CASE Building will be directly in front of you (across the street)

From O-train towards South Keys:
• Exit the O-train station
• Cross the street at the stop sign, Minto CASE Building will be directly in front of you (across the street)